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A puzzling class of exotic objects, which have been known about for more than 30 years, is reach-
ing a new era of understanding. We have discovered hundreds of Ultra Luminous X-ray sources
(ULXs) - non-nuclear sources with X-ray luminosity in excess of the Eddington luminosity for
"normal" size stellar Black Holes (BH) - and we are making progresses towards understanding
their emission mechanisms. The current explanations imply either a peculiar state of accretion
onto a stellar size BH or the presence of an intermediate mass BH, the long-sought link between
stellar and supermassive BHs. Both models might co-exist and therefore studying this class of
object will give insight into the realm of accretion in a variety of environments and at the same
time find look-alikes of the primordial seed BHs that are thought to be at the origin of todays
supermassive BHs at the centre of galaxies. The radio band has been exploited only scantily due
to the relative faint fluxes of the sources, but we know a number of interesting sources exhibiting
both extended emission (like bubbles and possibly jets) and cores, as well as observed transient
behaviour. The new eras of the SKA will lead us to a major improvement of our insight of the
extreme accretion within ULXs. We will both investigate in detail known sources and research
new and fainter ones. When we have reached a thorough understanding of radio emission in ULX
we could also use the SKA as a discovery instrument for new ULX candidates. The new array
will give an enormous space to discovery: sources like the ones currently known will be detected
in a snapshot up to 50 Mpc instead of at 5 Mpc with long, pointed observations.
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1. Ultra Luminous X-ray Sources
X-ray observations of nearby galaxies show a population of point-like, off-nuclear sources
with luminosities (if isotropic) in excess of the classical Eddington limit for accretion onto a 10
M compact object, that we categorize as Ultra-Luminous X-ray sources (ULXs; see, e.g., Fab-
biano, 2006; Feng & Soria, 2011, for reviews). Nowadays, hundreds of ULX candidates have been
detected and many of them have been studied in detail (see e.g. Roberts & Warwick, 2000; Colbert
& Ptak, 2002; Swartz et al., 2004; Liu & Bregman, 2005; Liu & Mirabel, 2005; Walton et al., 2011;
Swartz et al., 2011). As the definition of ULX is purely empirical, the class is likely a mixed bag
of sources, powered by different mechanisms. We already know that a fraction of candidates in the
catalogs (see e.g. Swartz et al., 2011) are identified with known supernovae or background AGNs
(see e.g. Mezcua et al., 2013b, for the correct identification of SNR4449-1). The ULX population
is probably different in early- and late-type galaxies, due also to the different stellar population in
the two classes of objects. In early-type galaxies, ULXs are consistent with being the luminous
tail of the low-mass X-ray binary population (e.g. Plotkin et al., 2014). The largest sample of
ULXs comes from late-type galaxies (see Swartz et al., 2011, and references therein), correlating
in general with Star Forming regions (see e.g. Mineo et al., 2012).
The main questions that need to be answered can be summarised by: • How can we determine
the fundamental properties of ULXs? • Can we infer the Black Hole (BH) masses and mass-
function? • And can we determine the growth of intermediate-mass BHs?
The nature of the ULX engine is still puzzling and continues to provide us with a strong
theoretical challenge, for instance how to grow massive BHs (Belczynski et al., 2010). In spiral
galaxies, the number of ULXs has been found to correlate with the galaxy’s global star formation
rate, suggesting that they are mostly high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs; Swartz et al., 2004, 2011;
Liu et al., 2006). This is consistent with studies that show good correlations of the star formation
rate in a galaxy with its global hard X-ray luminosity (Ranalli et al., 2003; Persic & Rephaeli, 2007)
and with the number of HMXBs (Grimm et al., 2003; Mineo et al., 2012), as confirmed by the study
of the X-ray luminosity function in ULX-rich galaxies (e.g. Wolter & Trinchieri, 2004; Zezas et
al., 2006). A significant fraction of ULXs may be fuelled by super-Eddington accretion onto stellar
mass BHs (5-20 M; King et al., 2001; King, 2008), with non-negligible beaming effects. On the
other hand, a few X-ray point sources in distant galaxies have extreme luminosities: LX > 1041 erg/s
(the so-called HyperLuminous X-ray sources: HLX; Kaaret et al., 2001; Matsumoto et al., 2001;
Wolter et al., 2006; Farrell et al., 2009; Sutton et al., 2011). Such extreme luminosities (and spectra,
at least in the case of HLX-1 and M 82 X-1, Servillat et al., 2011; Feng & Kaaret, 2010) can be
easily explained by sub-Eddington accretion onto an intermediate-mass black hole (IMBH). Black
holes with stellar masses would need unreasonable beaming and/or super-Eddington accretion rates
to produce such high luminosities (e.g. Swartz et al., 2011). It has also been proposed that bright
persistent ULXs may contain the ∼ 20− 80M BH remnants of massive stars formed via direct
collapse in a low metallicity environment (Mapelli et al., 2009; Zampieri & Roberts, 2009). A few
observational results seem to confirm this scenario (Pizzolato et al., 2010; Prestwich et al., 2013;
Cseh et al., 2014; Ripamonti et al., 2015). The tentative identification of the orbital modulation of
a ULX optical counterpart (Liu et al., 2009; Zampieri et al., 2012), the discovery of a candidate
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ray quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) in a handful of ULX (e.g. Strohmayer & Mushotzky, 2003;
Feng et al., 2010; Dewangan et al., 2006; Pasham & Strohmayer, 2013), and the first tentative
dynamical measure of the BH mass in M101 X-1 (Liu et al., 2013) are only some examples of the
fervid activity going on in the field.
The study of the timing properties of ULXs represents a promising way to better understand
their nature by comparison with the properties of Galactic BH binaries (BHB). Galactic BHBs are
among the brightest X-ray Galactic sources and have been extensively studied over the last decades
by several large multi-wavelength campaigns (e.g. Remillard & McClintock, 2006; Fender et al.,
2009). There are almost a hundred known BHBs, both persistent and transient sources, and we have
acquired a fairly good knowledge of the physics underway in these systems, where a soft accretion
disk covered by a comptonizing cloud of hot electrons, responsible for the hard emission, explains
well the observed emission. Different states observed in BHBs are probably associated with dif-
ferent accretion regimes. Certain state transitions are associated with radio-emitting mass ejection
events. This is supported by the observed correlation between aperiodic variability and X-ray flux
(Belloni, 2010; Munoz-Darias et al., 2011). This type of relation can be used as a good tracer of
the different accretion regimes in Galactic sources. In addition, a systematic analysis of spectral
variability of ULXs in the X-ray band with the help of the hardness-intensity and colour-colour
diagrams can provide a powerful tool to investigate the properties of their accretion flow also in
comparison with the well-studied galactic BHBs. Studies in this direction were recently carried out
by Pintore et al. (2014) and Sutton et al. (2013) for a few bright, nearby ULXs with the best quality
data. By organizing sources according to mean spectral colours and intensity, they have shown
that the behaviour of the sources can be divided in two/three different groups with homogenous
properties. Furthermore, they suggested that the observed spectral and temporal variabilities can
be related to the mass accretion rate and inclination angle to these sources. Understanding analo-
gies and differences from Galactic BHBs is clearly important to shed light on the nature of ULXs,
especially for very bright or hyper-luminous objects that may host IMBHs.
2. ULXs in the radio band
The radio band opens new possibilities not only by allowing a multiband approach to the in-
vestigation of the ULX central energy source, but also by determining the properties of the source
and its environment. We can distinguish between compact radio emission, extended emission from
a jet, and shell-like emission from SNRs. Radio spectral properties can help to distinguish between
the various jet types and to reveal the nature of the emitting source (eg. thermal or synchrotron
emission). Combined radio and X-ray data for a large sample of sources can be compared with
known classes of emitters, like AGNs, supernova remnants, X-ray transients etc. Radio data also
provide a means to estimate source lifetimes and the energy associated with the equipartition as-
sumption.
Until now, only a handful of ULXs have been detected in the radio, due to the faintness of the
sources relative to the sensitivity limits of the current telescopes. An observational VLA campaign
aimed at detecting radio emission from a sample of 7 HLXs, that reached an rms of 0.01 mJy/beam
yielded only one detection (Mezcua et al., 2013b). Typically, observed ULXs have luminosities in
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radio supernovae (Weiler et al., 2012). The radio to X-ray flux follows roughly a linear correlation,
albeit with a large scatter, similar to that derived for interacting supernovae (Chevalier, 2003), but
the difference in LR supports the hypothesis the most ULXs are not supernovae. Furthermore, ULX
bubbles do not resemble SNR: they carry at least two orders of magnitude more total energy, reach
a size of hundreds of pc, have a different spectral shape, predominantly described by synchrotron
emission (Pakull & Mirioni, 2002; Cseh et al., 2012; Mezcua et al., 2013b, 2014).
The detected sources are mostly closer than 15 Mpc. One notable exception is the radio coun-
terpart of HLX-1 at 95 Mpc, which has a flux density of 50 µJy at cm wavelengths (Webb et al.,
2012) and was targeted just because it is a very luminous object (but it may be the nucleus of a
stripped dwarf or of a bulgeless satellite galaxy, Webb et al., 2010; Mapelli et al., 2013). A num-
ber of optical/UV nebulae have also been detected around nearby ULXs (Pakull & Mirioni, 2002;
Pakull & Mirioini, 2003). Three famous nebulae have been studied in the radio, Holmberg II X-1
(Miller et al., 2004; Cseh et al., 2014), NGC 5408 X-1 (Kaaret et al., 2003) and IC 342 X-1 (Cseh
et al., 2012): their radio spectra are consistent with optically thin synchrotron emission; the radio
nebulae can be compared with optical results and allow an estimate of the energetics of the sys-
tems. All of these sources currently observed associated to a nebula are located within 5 Mpc (see
also Wolter & Zampieri, 2013). However, as the nebulae are resolved only for nearby ULXs, with
the present instruments it is still not known if the existence of the nebulae is ubiquitous in ULXs
or if they can be categorized in different classes. Preliminary results seem to imply that if they
are present they might be much fainter than the ones already observed (Mezcua et al., 2013b). In
some cases a compact core or resolved jets are observed (Mezcua & Lobanov, 2011; Mezcua et al.,
2013a,b, 2014; Cseh et al., 2014). Indeed a thorough investigating of a complete sample of ULXs
in this respect is still lacking. Furthermore, by assuming the emission of ULXs is due to accretion
in a sub-Eddington regime, similar to radiatively inefficient Galactic XRBs and AGNs, the radio
detection allows us to locate the ULXs in the fundamental plane (FP) of sub-Eddington accreting
black holes (Corbel et al., 2003; Gallo et al., 2003; Merloni et al., 2003; Falcke et al., 2004) as
defined by a correlation between radio core (LR) and X-ray (LX ) luminosity and black hole mass
(MBH), recently revised by Plotkin et al. (2012) to logLX = 1.45× logLR−0.88× logMBH−6.07.
This could be one of the most viable option of determining or setting an upper limit to the mass
of ULXs in the stated assumptions: we can apply this when the sources are in the hard state and
the radio emission comes from the compact jet. For instance, by using the upper limits in the radio
band and assuming a hard state in IC 342 X-1 with the FP plane, Cseh et al. (2012) derived an upper
limit on MBH of 1000 M (see also Mezcua et al., 2013b). Further X-ray spectral studies confirmed
this upper limit by setting more stringent mass constraints on the BH of 30-200 M (Marlowe et
al., 2014). More recent findings nevertheless seem to exclude that the sources are found in the hard
state, except HLX-1, where a radiatively inefficient accretion flow (RIAF) was found (NuSTAR
observations by Bachetti et al., 2013; Walton et al., 2013). If a hard state is more commonly found
for sources that are not persistent in the radio band, then we should focus on repeated observations
in order to find variable/transient sources (e.g. see review by Webb et al., 2014). Compact radio
emission is observed in the hard state, while strong relativistic transient ejections are seen during
state transitions, when the source goes from hard to soft state (see Fender et al., 2012; Zhang et al.,
2013, and references therein).
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ing thus the chance to study the variability of the sources and, possibly, even to detect new sources
based on their variability patterns. Such surveys include The Hunt for Dynamic and Explosive Ra-
dio Transients conducted with Meerkat (a.k.a. Thunderkat 1), and the Australian Square Kilometre
Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) Survey for Variables and Slow Transients (Murphy et al., 2013) that
will reach a continuum sensitivity of 47 µJy/beam in 1 hr. The resolution of the ASKAP survey
(10′′) will not allow the ULX to be resolved from the galaxy nucleus, while MeerKAT could in
principle do this, if it reaches, as envisioned, a 50 mas resolution. Also the JVLA is planning an all
sky survey: VLASS2.
The SKA, due to its large survey speed will allow monitoring of known radio counterparts
to determine both spectra and timing properties, and detection of both new counterparts to known
ULXs and possibly new ULXs. In addition, radio measurements will permit the estimate of the
minimum energy associated with equipartition in the bubble (see Kaaret et al. (2003); Miller et al.
(2004) for Ho II X-1 and Mezcua et al. (2013a) for N5457-X9). In case a jet can be identified
to large distances and for faint sources, we will be able to infer the mass of ULXs accreting at
sub-Eddington rates.
3. Measuring ULXs in the new era of advanced radio telescopes
SKA observations of ULXs will study both the kinetic feedback of relativistic jets and the neb-
ulous radio bubbles around their compact objects. Observations can be divided into measurements
of either the steady extended structure or the possibly transient core emission. The former requires
high-resolution observations to resolve the surrounding radio bubbles and to track the expansion of
superluminal motion; the latter requires monitoring and rapid response measurements that will alert
the community to new flaring events. As such, SKA-LOW is not a priority for studying ULXs, as
the resolution is too low to resolve the bubbles and the transient decoherence time (period between
recurrent events) may not be distinguishable due to the optical depth effect at long wavelengths.
Therefore the discussion below will focus on the future GHz surveys from the SKA. The study of
ULXs will in general benefit from analysis of all the other emission sources in the galaxy, which is
described in depth in Beswick et al. (2015).
3.1 Detecting ‘bubbles’ surrounding ULXs
A few example ULXs that have known associated radio bubbles are N5457-X9 L1.6GHz =
1× 1034 erg s−1 (Mezcua et al., 2013a), Holmberg II-X1 L4.8GHz = 2.2× 1034 erg s−1 (Cseh et
al., 2014), IC 342 X1 L4.8GHz = 1.8× 1035 erg s−1 (Cseh et al., 2012), plus the candidate micro-
quasars in NGC7793 (S26) L5.5GHz = 2× 1035 erg s−1 (Soria et al., 2010) and in M83 (MQ1)
L5.5GHz = 2× 1035 erg s−1 (Soria et al., 2014). All have typical sizes of a few 10-100 pc across
(corresponding to∼ 1−10′′ at a distance of a few Mpc). These bubbles have some similarities with
the W50 nebula surrounding the Galactic microquasar SS433, observed to have a total flux of 70
Jy at 1.4 GHz, and assuming to have a distance of 5.5 kpc, would have a slightly lower luminosity
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To measure all the ULX bubbles in the local universe, a reasonable luminosity limited survey
should therefore reach a brightness of Lradio ≤ 1033 erg s−1, in order to detect all the currently
known types of diffused radio bubbles. This would correspond to a required flux detection of
Sradio < 835× νGHzD−2Mpc µJy bm−1 or S1.5GHz < 550×D−2Mpc µJy bm−1. We also require a sub-
arcsecond resolution to resolve the bubbles out to a distance of a few ×10 Mpc. In Figure 1 we
show the distance at which the SKA can make a 7σ detection of this luminosity as a function of
estimated integration time per field, for three different instances of SKA. The telescope parameters
assume dual polarisation, with SEFD values of 391, 1630 and 16300 K m−2 and instantaneous
bandwidths of 500, 700 and 700 MHz for SKA1-SUR, SKA1-MID and SKA2-MID respectively.
As shown in Figure 1, both SKA1-SUR and SKA1-MID quickly reach this detection limit for our
Local Group of galaxies, while SKA1-SUR requires significantly more telescope time to detect
ULX radio bubbles much further than ∼ 5 Mpc away. Moreover, SKA1-MID will significantly
detect all radio bubbles within < 10 Mpc by integrating for ∼ 1 hr per field (assuming rms noise
of ∼ 0.6 µJy bm−1) and very deep SKA1-MID observations could detect ULXs bubbles out to
∼ 18 Mpc. Phase 2 of the SKA will double the distance of detecting ULX bubbles of a given
luminosity with only modest telescope time per target. This will effectively increase the search
volume by over an order of magnitude and very deep pointings could detect known radio bubbles
out to ∼ 55 Mpc.
3.2 Monitoring core emission from ULXs
Whilst the steady radio emission from the surrounding ULX environment can be readily es-
timated from known sources, accreting sources (such as ULXs) may also produce core emission,
directly related to the accretion process and possibly transient outbursts of varying luminosity and
cadence. Outbursts from compact sources are associated with changes in the accreting conditions
and a detailed coupling between the X-ray state (i.e. X-ray spectral hardness) and their radio pro-
ducing jets has been well documented for X-ray binaries (Corbel et al., 2015). Hitherto, there
are only a few extragalactic transient sources that might originate from a super-Eddington stellar-
mass or a sub-Eddington IMBH. The best example of transient behaviour comes from the Hyper-
Luminous X-ray source HLX-1 in the galaxy ESO 243-49. Webb et al. (2012) showed that HLX-1
goes through regular outbursts to a flux density of 50–80 µJy bm−1 (between 5–9 GHz) and assum-
ing the host galaxy is at∼ 95 Mpc, this gives a peak luminosity of L5−9 GHz ∼ 2−8×1036 erg s−1.
HLX-1 goes through a semi-recurrent outburst with a cadence of around 1 year and an outburst
duration of 100–200 days (although the peak emission only last a few days). Similarly, a radio
transient in M82 reaches a flux density of ∼ 1.5 mJy bm−1 (Muxlow et al., 2010) corresponding to
a luminosity of L5 GHz ∼ 1×1035 erg s−1 for a distance of 3.5 Mpc, although no clear X-ray emis-
sion is associated with this source, hence this object is not strictly a ULX (although it shares similar
radio properties). The Ultra Luminous Infra-Red Galaxy Arp 220 (at a distance of ∼ 77 Mpc) also
shows multiple recurrent radio transients with a flux density around few 100 µJy bm−1 (Batejat et
al., 2012) corresponding to an apparent luminosity of∼ 7×1036 erg s−1. Finally, the radio emission
associated with a ULX in NCG 2276 produces a radio flux at 5 GHz of 1.43 mJy, which assuming
a distance of 33.3 Mpc gives a radio luminosity of∼ 9.5×1036 erg s−1 (Mezcua et al., 2013b); this
emission could be either an extremely bright surrounding radio nebula or a very slowly evolving
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A. P. Rushton, Oxford University, 2014
3.0 µJy bm−1  All-Sky survey
1.0 µJy bm−1  Wide survey
0.2 µJy bm−1  Deep survey
0.05 µJy bm−1  Ultra Deep survey
Maximum distance SKA will detect 1033  erg s−1  ULX bubbles
Figure 1: The maximum distance the SKA will detect ULX radio bubbles with a luminosity of 1033 erg s−1
as a function of integration time. The green, blue and red are the estimated integration time required to make
a significant (> 7σ ) detection using SKA1-SUR, SKA1-MID and SKA2-MID respectively. The horizontal
dashed lines show the maximum distance to which the bubbles can be significantly detected with four differ-
ent surveys being planned with some of the reference continuum surveys discussed in Prandoni & Seymour
(2015). In particular we show the 1.4 GHz All-sky high resolution (≤ 0.5′′) survey (3 µJy bm−1 rms), and
the three tiers of the 0.5′′ resolution 1 GHz survey: ‘Wide’ (1000-5000 deg2, 1 µJy bm−1 rms), ‘Deep’
(10-30 deg2, 0.2 µJy bm−1 rms) and ‘Ultra Deep’ (1 deg2, 0.05 µJy bm−1 rms).
the galaxy (Wolter et al., 2014). Therefore, the brightest radio counterparts of ULXs (or ULX-like
sources like S26 in Soria et al., 2010) appear to have a luminosity of up to Lradio ∼ 1037erg s−1,
hence can already be detected with current instruments out to ∼ 100 Mpc. Identifying more of
these ‘hyper-bright’ off-nuclear radio sources may be a serendipitous by-product of the wide-field
SKA surveys (Fender, 2015, and Sect. 3.3 here), however, high-resolution observations will be
required to separate their locations from their galactic nuclei. Certainly, for target fields at >100
Mpc, SKA-VLBI will be needed as follow-up to resolve the few milli-arcsecond central core of the
host galaxies (Paragi et al., 2015).
The high-sensitivity and fast survey speed of the SKA instruments will be particularly useful
for finding slow transients and persistent core emission in the nearest galaxies. From observations
of compact Galactic binaries (i.e. accreting neutron stars and stellar-mass black holes), we know
that hard X-ray states produce a flat-spectrum radio jet. Transitions to softer X-ray states are as-
sociated with a steep spectrum radio flare (i.e. brighter at longer wavelengths), possibly due to the
formation of a shock within the jet. We can therefore estimate the distance we will detect these
outbursts if they are also associated with ULXs. For example, the brightest Galactic transient is
Cygnus X-3, which can peak above 10 Jy bm−1 (Miller-Jones et al., 2004), and although the exact
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SKA sensitivity to known types of accretion in nearby galaxies

















Figure 2: The sensitivity of the SKA to known transient sources in the nearby universe as function of
distance. The green, blue and red are the estimated (7σ ) flux density detection limit of SKA1-SUR, SKA1-
MID and SKA-MID respectively assuming a 1 hour integration per target. The horizontal dashed lines are
the luminosities of known radio emitting ULXs and Galactic compact stellar sources.
erg s−1 (peaking brighter than the entire W50/SS433 nebula!). GRS1915+105, the first superlu-
minal source detected in the Galaxy, is also relatively bright with a peak flux of 250 mJy bm−1
(Rushton et al., 2010) and a distance of more than 10 kpc, which gives a Lradio ∼ 1032 erg s−1.
Finally, the radio luminosity directly emitted from the jet in SS433 produces a near persistent flux
that flares up to ∼ 2.5 Jy bm−1, although as the distance is only 5.5 kpc this is a corresponding
luminosity of only L1.0 GHz ≈ 9× 1031 erg s−1. As an example of the detection limit of the SKA,
we show in Figure 2 the estimated 7σ detection limit of SKA to these known transients out to a
distance of 100 Mpc for integrations of 1 hour.
In case of radiatively inefficient accretion flow, which usually means accretion at low or very
low Eddington rates, the Fundamental Plane method can be applied. Although it is questionable
to use the FP as a general tool, in those cases in which it can be applied it yields an independent
estimate of the BH mass. For instance, a 100 M at low Eddington rate would produce LX =
1×1040 erg s−1 and consequently LR ∼ 1×1033 erg s−1 according to Plotkin et al. (2012).
3.3 How to exploit the All-Sky Surveys for ULXs
The SKA will be used to make all-sky surveys and it is therefore interesting to quantify the
ULX discovery potential of such surveys. Following Prandoni & Seymour (2015) we consider two
1.4 GHz all-sky (3pi; the total sky visible to the SKA) radio-continuum reference surveys for SKA
in its phase 1 (SKA1): one characterised by 2µJy bm−1 rms, 2′′ resolution; the other one by 3
µJy bm−1 rms and 0.5′′ resolution. With such rms sensitivities we are able to detect the faintest
(> 1033 erg s−1) ULX only in the very local Universe (only up to a distance of 5-6 Mpc), while the
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is concerned, 2′′ is more than enough to be able to distinguish ULX candidates from other point
sources at the galaxy center, in the majority of situations, as it allows us to resolve scales of the
order of 50-500 pc at 5-50 Mpc.
Assuming a factor 10 increase in sensitivity, we can anticipate that SKA all-sky surveys will
be able to push ULX blind searches up to distances of 150-200 Mpc for source luminosities of 1035
erg s−1. Sub-arcsec angular resolutions will be needed to resolve physical scales of ∼ 500 pc.
The first and easiest task would be to identify radio counterparts or upper limits for the known
ULXs in current and future lists. We emphasise that the ULXs with a detected radio counterpart are
at this time only a small fraction of the ULX population. We envisage that after having measured a
large enough number of radio data for ULXs we will be able to better characterise the sources prop-
erties and define a parameter space that will allow the detection of new objects directly from the
radio observations. New accreting sources could be identified for instance from the recurrent ejec-
tion of jets, while the determination of their bolometric luminosity would come a-posteriori from
multi-wavelength follow-up observations. Current X-ray facilities as XMM-Newton and Chandra
are expected to last many years and are providing catalogs of X-ray sources to compare with the
future radio sky. Athena has been selected by ESA in the framework of the Cosmic Vision 2015-
2025 plan, and is currently planned to a launch in the late 2020s. Other instruments have been
proposed to have either a sharper resolution (like Smart-X) or timing properties (like LOFT) and
will be at work in synergy with the SKA if approved.
3.4 Searching for ULXs during the SKA early science phase
The estimated sensitivity of surveys presented in this chapter assume the completion of phase
1 and 2 of the SKA, in order to detect the maximum number of ULXs and produce the largest
statistical sample of these compact objects in the radio band. Owing to the time-critical nature
of these accreting sources, the early science phase of the SKA will be crucially important and will
provide a longer monitoring period for the brightest sources. The cadence for decoherence between
outbursts is typically months to years (and sometimes a few decades) and regular monitoring of the
nearest galaxies should commence immediately.
Known and bright sources such as HLX-1 could be significantly detected within only a few
minutes integration time with 50% of SKA1-MID and about 30 mins. using 50% of SKA1-SUR;
therefore, 50% SKA1-MID could be used to regularly monitor the known transient ULXs and be
triggered when outbursts are detected at other wavelengths, whilst 50% SKA1-SUR could blindly
search for serendipitous events. Also, during the early science phase, the SKA will be the most
sensitive radio telescope in the Southern hemisphere and can be used to make targeted searches for
radio bubbles from the nearest ULXs.
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